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Horizontal Storage Tanks

Features-
·Stable and rigid base
·Leakage-resistant
·Anti-corrosive
·High capacity
·Capable of sustaining high temperature and pressure
·Equipped with liquid level controller to avoid overflow
 
Applications-
·Pharmaceutical raw materials
·Chemicals
·Food items
·Dairy products
·Cosmetic items





Fuel Day Tank

Our in-depth knowledge and industrial expertise enable us to
offer a distinguished range of fuel day tank. We use optimum
quality raw material that is procured from the most
trustworthy sources of the market and designed these tanks in
compliance with the set industry norms. To make a flawless
dispatch from our end, offered range is rigorously inspected
by our quality inspectors against various parameters. 
 
Features:
·Long service life
·Precisely designed
·Strong construction
·Horizontal Orientation, Leg Support, High Temperature
Resistant, Level Indicator Equipped, Any Types, Vertical
Orientation





Fuel Station Canopy

Being a quality-oriented entity, we are engaged in
offering  Fuel station Canopy  to the clients. We carry out our
operations from Rajasthan, India. Under this, we offer ESSAR
Petrol Pump Canopy and IOCL Petrol Pump Canopy.   We use
the top-notch grade materials and pioneering techniques for
manufacturing it. We offer it in various designs and
specifications, as per the client’s requirements. It is highly
demanded by the leading petrol pumps, all across the
country. Its key features like high strength, corrosion
resistance, and perfect finish are highly admired by our
clients. We offer it at a highly reasonable rate.





Granby Car

The GB Cars, offered by the company, are used in
underground mines. The main use of the Granby Car is the
transportation of mine ores
Attributes Of GB Car
 
·        Highly durable
·        Quality assured
·        Made using the best raw materials
·        Very strong





Diesel Fuel Bowsers

Fuel Bowser designed for carrying fuel
requirements of the equipment located in
tarmac and can go out of the aircraft
complex in a safe manner.
Ergonomically designed in ISO 9001 quality
controlled And PESO Approved
manufacturing environment, safe to use, the
bowser is available in towable as well as in a
self propelled version. Fuel can be
dispensed using DC motor powered by a
battery as well as by a hand
pump  with  calibrated meter displays  the
amount of fuel displaced.
 



Bottom Loading Tankers

Enriched by our vast industrial experience in this Field, we are involved in
offering an enormous quality range of Lubricant Oil Loading Tanker.
 
Salient features of our Bottom Loading Tanker:-
·Capacity ranging from 500 litres to 25000 litres on Rigid chassis.
·Tank material and thickness: As recommended by CCOE, IS 2062 grade
steel with 3.15 mm thickness is used.
·Security locking system are Installed as per regulation and guidelines of
CCOE.
· Full-length Z section bottom support: The tank is mounted on a full-
length Z section bottom support to ensure safety of main chassis frame.
· Chassis-body integration using U-bolts and U-bolt guides.
· Strongly built Mudguards, Side guards and Bumper for safety.
· Manually operated Foldable Handrail system on the Top of the Tanker
for safety of personnel.
·Bottom loading & Vapour recovery system of reputed companies as per
the choice of the customer.
·Valve box with Locking system.
·Sand-Blasting and PU quality paint for safety against Rust and Fuel
evaporation loss.



Tanker Lorry

This tanker is precision engineered and ensures longer functional life.
The complete range of our product is manufactured using premium
grade base material sourced from authentic dealers of the industry.
 
Features:
·Long life
·Ruggedness

·High tensile strength





Water Sprinkler Tanker

Our organization has successfully expanded its business in
market owing to the offered elevated quality range of  Water
Sprinkler Tanker.
 
Features:
·Maintenance free
·Optimum functionality
·Durability
·Applicable for spraying water to clean the road and dust on
construction sites



Portable Cabins

We at Creative Porta Cabins (A Unit Of Creative Engineers)
specialize in manufacturing and supplying of all types of
Portable Cabins which can be used as Site office, Security
Guard cabin, Portable Toilets, Container Cabins,
Accommodation Cabins, Shipping Container Office, Storage
Cabins, E-House, Bunkhouse, Container Homes and other
 Modular Buildings.
Our highly skilled staff can meet virtually any reasonable
request – and we take pride in the high quality of our cabins.
From inquiry to delivery, you will receive top quality service, and
we guarantee that no matter how complex your specification we
will deliver you the same build priority as a more conventional
project. We love challenges – and we don't delay when it comes
to delivery. Our products/structures are engineered using state
of the art equipment and technology, ensuring maximum
longevity and low total life costs for our clients.





Explosive Van Fabrication

Explosive Van Bodies will be fabricated as per the Explosive
rules and regulations prescribed by the concerned authority.
The frame structure will be mild steel, exterior and interior
panels will be aluminum. Exterior rivetting will be by means
of riveting/screws. Interior shall be used with brass screws
and nails. Interior floor covered with aluminum sheets duly
top fitted with wooden reapers. Similarly, the front and sides
will be encased with wooden reapers. There shall be a fire
screen between the driver's cab and rear explosive body made
of angle frame and one side covered with plain asbestos and
other side with galvanized plain sheets duly fitted by means
aof bolts and screws. The sizes vary from vehicle to vehicle.



Portable Explosive Magazine

We fabricate Portable Magazines approved by the  "The
Department of Explosives, Govt. of India, " Nagpur. The Inner
Box of Magazine is welded perfectly from mild steel plate of 5
to 6 mm thick duly keeping vent at avoid Explosives gasses. 
The magazine is lined with smooth joint less waterproof
board of 10 mm thick from all sides and 25 mm thick at the
floor. The Magazine are so designed that it would not heat up
if kept exposed to sun. The door is made with 5 to 6mm thick
plate duly lined with warp proof wooden board of 10 mm
thick and fitted with heavy Dead lock.



Chemical Agitators

Chemical agitators are majorly used to shake and
blend the chemicals in large proportion. These
agitators are widely demanded by various industries
and by various sectors. These play vital role in
promoting the reactions of chemicals and keeps them
homogenous in bulk quantities and stores them for a
great period of time. The product is made using the
best grade of stainless steel and are availed in huge
dimensions which makes the product spacious
enough to accommodate loads of chemicals at a time.
Chemical agitators are lubricated and painted from
inside out and have great tensile strength to bear the
concrete and harshness of the chemicals and avoid
corrosion



Pre-Engineered Buildings

Clients can avail from us an exclusive range of Steel
Conventional Structure. It is known to all of us that steel
generally used in construction as it gives economical
solutions, ease to design, can be mould in any shape that is
why we make use of high grade steel for the fabrication of
these structures.
 
Features-
·Long Lasting
·Can withstand adverse climate
·Space efficient design





Our  Valuable Clients





Why Choose Us?

 
We Are An ISO 9001:2015 Certified
Company.
 We Possess 15+ Years Of
Experience.
On Demand Third Party Inspection
Facility Available.
Automated Manufacturing Line With
Latest And Most Efficient Machines.
Lifetime Prompt Service Assurance.
Value For Money.
Our Main Aim is Customer
Satisfaction.

 



Contact Us-

CREATIVE ENGINEERS
 
G-344 RIICO BHAMASHAH INDUSTRIAL
AREA ,KALADWAS,UDAIPUR-313001
 
E-MAIL- Creativerajasthan@gmail.com
 
Contact Person-       Mr. Anupam Bhatnagar

                                           (+91-9887262065)
                                             Mr. Kunal Bhatnagar                                                 

(+91-9784356970)


